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A response to Pawlak's article

One of the main views which appears throughout prof. Pawlak's paper is
one initially expressed by Anna Zo�a Krygowska, the most in�uential resear-
cher of mathematics education in Poland. According to this view �the teacher
and his preparation, and thus the problems of teaching mathematics, are never
ahistorical� (Krygowska, 1981, as quoted by Pawlak, 2019). In other words, the
problems of mathematics education cannot be viewed outside of their histo-
rical and cultural contexts. Practically, this means that when we design our
teacher training courses, we cannot, e.g., ignore the current scienti�c and socie-
tal developments and especially the increased use of mobile technologies even
for everyday purposes. Prof. Pawlak recognizes this issue and suggests using
technology as an aid to motivate students. This brings us to the second ove-
rarching view of the paper, namely the importance of motivating students to
be involved in mathematics. The author rightly identi�es the lack of students'
motivation and stresses that �there are no universal motivational solutions�.
This is a point that I couldn't agree more. However, prof. Pawlak does have
suggestions: the inclusion of the history of mathematics, technology, mathe-
matics applications and � I would add � all the topics currently included in
the `popularisation of mathematics' movement (Howson, Kahane, 1990). To
these the author rightfully adds providing students with a sense of success and
understanding of mathematical facts.

Generally, I believe that the most signi�cant contribution of prof. Pawlak's
paper is a holistic approach on mathematics education. The author manages
to cover a wide variety of factors which contribute to mathematical teaching
and learning, namely:
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a) students' cognitive and a�ective aspects;

b) parental involvement;

c) teachers and their training;

d) school context;

e) curriculum, especially the content and the nature of school mathematics;

f) mathematics education research.

At the same time, the reference to such a number of factors does not allow
for a thorough analysis � in most cases at least � which is something that the
author does admit. Some of the points that could have been discussed further
refer to the parental involvement and mathematics education research. I do
agree that the parents need to be convinced about the necessity of mathematics.
The question is how to achieve such an aim? Civil and Bernier (2006) claim
that parents should be engaged as �(a) parents, (b) learners, (c) facilitators,
and (d) leaders� (p. 309). This view might sound radical, and does require a
higher involvement by the parents, but also by the school authorities. This in
turn requires not only a change in attitudes, but also a change in policies.

Concerning mathematics education research, prof. Pawlak is right when he
claims that it is not easy for the teachers to �nd and interpret the results of
contemporary research in mathematics education. To this point I would add
that mathematics education research has become so specialized (thus fragmen-
ted), that one needs to synthesize the various results in order to make them
useful for the classroom teacher. Both researchers and teacher trainers are to
blame here. On the one hand, researchers, guided by the increasing need to
publish in major scienti�c journals, focus more on the structure than on the
content of their papers. This fact has been recently addressed by Mogens Niss
(2018) during his plenary lecture at the 42nd Annual Meeting of the Inter-
national Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education (PME 42). On
the other hand, teacher trainers (mainly university professors) usually fail to
make the necessary synthesis of diverse results coming from various contexts
and educational realities. They usually present partial results, stripped out
from their context, making them practically non-applicable to their student
teachers.

By reading prof. Pawlak's paper a series of issues were raised that could be
dealt with in the current mathematics education research and policies, espe-
cially in Poland. These issues are: How can we use ICT and the applications
of mathematics in order to motivate teachers and students? How do the speci-
�cities of the Polish educational system � including the latest reforms � a�ect
the implementation of teaching approaches? What are the Polish mathematics
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teachers' views and visions of mathematics and its teaching in the 21st century
and (how) are they considering the `fourth industrial revolution' that we are
currently experiencing? What are the Polish mathematics professors' views on
teaching and learning mathematics in the complex and digitized era that we
live in? And, mostly, are the aforementioned actors willing to embrace change
in their ways of seeing mathematics and its education?
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Odpowied¹ na artykuª prof. Pawlaka

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Gªówn¡ ide¡ tekstu profesora Pawlaka jest holistyczne spojrzenie na edukacj¦
matematyczn¡. Autor prezentuje szeroki wachlarz czynników zwi¡zanych z na-
uczaniem i uczeniem si¦ matematyki oraz przedstawia pewne propozycje, w jaki
sposób motywowa¢ uczniów. Obejmuj¡ one u»ycie narz¦dzi IT oraz skupienie
si¦ na zastosowaniach matematyki. W artykule podniesione te» zostaªy bar-
dzo wa»ne kwestie zwi¡zane ze staªym doskonaleniem zawodowym nauczycieli
oraz szkoleniami w zakresie nowych teorii nauczania/uczenia si¦ w dydaktyce
matematyki. Czynniki, takie jak zaanga»owanie rodziców, a tak»e podstawa
programowa z matematyki, s¡ równie» dyskutowane. W moim tek±cie odnosz¦
si¦ do wy»ej wymienionych zagadnie«.
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